OFFICE 365 SECURITY weaknesses

LIBRAESVA foR OFFICE 365

Your company has chosen or is planning to switch to Microsoft
Office 365 to achieve cost benefits and offload a commodity
service such as email to a trusted partner. But do you think
that this is sufficient to protect your emails against attacks?

Libraesva offers a cloud-based service that protects all
your business email in Office 365 with zero impact on email
performance.

Innovative Technologies and Multi-Layer Engine
What is the level of email protection offered by Office 365?
Office 365 proposes two levels of email security options
called Exchange Online Protection (EOP) and Advanced
Threat Protection (ATP). Both fail in stopping new advanced
threats:
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EOP do not detect phishing and spear-phishing
attacks, “Safe Links” feature is not available at all.
EOP have no advanced threat protection of
documents to remove active content and other
potentially malicious components.
ATP “Safe Links” feature is unsafe and vulnerable to
many evasions as relies on popular domains that are
whitelisted by Microsoft.
EOP and ATP guarantee efficacy against all known
threats, but are inefficient against new and evolving
threats due to the technologies they use.
EOP and ATP are not able to disarm links and
sanitise active code inside PDFs.
ATP have no specific protection against business
email compromise (BEC) attacks.
Office 365 filtering is based on secret word list and
unknown reputation sources, generating a lot of
false positives.

Libra ESVA completes Office 365 protection by
using innovative technologies like the proprietary
URLSand and QuickSand Sandboxes and a multilayer analysis engine to deeply analyze all emails

machine learning and artificial intelligence
Libra ESVA analyses the behaviour of every email
by using machine learning and artificial intelligence
alghoritms, actively blocking BEC threats.

superior tracking and visibility
Comprehensive tracking functionalities and
one-click full disclousure of all security checks.
Centralised view and statistics of all traffic

EMAIL CONTInuity
In the event of an Office 365 outage, we keep your
email flowing.

Threat Analysis Portal
Extend Office 365 reporting with Libra ESVA
Threat Analysis Portal, knowing information about:
geolocalization of malicious domains; percentage of
emails blocked; trends on the number of dangerous
links and details about documents analyzed by the
Sandboxes and targeting your organization.
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Defend Your Office 365 AgainST Email-Borne Threats
Protection against spear phishing,
account compromise and business
fraud

Easy and quick to deploy, immediate
protection

Innovative Sandbox modules with link
protection and document sanitization

Office 365 seamless integration and
authentication

Block ransomware, phishing and zeroday malware

Outstandings customer support

Award winning spam filtering with up
to 99,99 catch rate

Esvalabs collaborative feedback, driven
by human intelligence

about libraesva
Libraesva is the Italian leading provider of advanced email security solutions founded as a spin-off from the structure of software
development of Libra. Libraesva stands today as one of the most important brands in the world of security, with a huge installed
base. The email security gateway solution Libra ESVA developed since 2005, has been recognized by the prestigious Virus
Bulletin as one of the best and effective systems of protection and analysis of email content. In 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 Libra
ESVA won the Computing Security Award as ‘Antispam Solution of the Year’.
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